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| OAKRIDGE HOLDINGSABOUT US

Dear Sir/Madam,

Thank you for your interest in the Pickleball Academy Singapore. Pickleball is a growing
sport in the world, named the fastest growing sport in the US for the past 2 years. 

Our founders started off as competitive tennis players for 8 years together. Upon
discovering the sport of Pickleball in 2018, they fell in love with the fast paced and
exciting nature of this unique racket sport, spending a majority of their free time playing
and coaching friends and family. 

Their official Pickleball Coaching Certifications (Pickleball Coaching International) were
obtained in 2022, and utilising this, Pickleball Academy Singapore was conceived to help
actively spread their passion for the sport throughout Singapore.  

Pickleball Academy Singapore was set up with fun and professionalism at its heart. We
aim to provide professional and instructive programmes - spreading our own personal
passion for the sport that we love. 

Yours faithfully,

Pickleball Academy Singapore
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Pickleball is most importantly a low-impact sport, providing a good aerobic workout whilst
minimising stress and strain on joints and muscles as compared to other racket sports. This
is a major consideration for all age groups looking to minimise strain to their body without
compromising having fun and keeping active. 

What is Pickleball
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| GARDEN PARTY 2021

*Middle-aged groups have fun with the
low-impact sport 

*Challenging and high skill-cap sport for
youths

We have experience designing our classes for both an indoor and outdoor setting, with
different equipments (nets, indoor/outdoor balls)  to adapt to any environmental conditions.
This makes pickleball a sport for everyone in any weather condition!

The sport incorporates many aspects from other racket sports, yet has its own unique
elements including a "kitchen", strong teamwork-focused positioning and volleying on
almost every point. 

We offer group classes where our experienced coaches guide players of all levels to improve
their game and most importantly - have fun! 

*The fastest growing sport in the US
for the past two years 



Corporate
Programmes  
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Enabling a fun and conducive
environment for groups to learn an 

up-and-coming sport
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Pickleball Programmes

Below are the template programmes that Pickleball Academy Singapore offers. 

Page 7 - 9 shows our template lesson plans on how our classes are designed to enable
students of any level to effectively play pickleball while still having fun and safety at its core. 

*Pickleball Academy Singapore is more than happy to accommodate any specific
arrangements. Do contact us to arrange the programme you have in mind 
(E.g weekly lessons,  3-6 hour sessions, longer hours, bi-weekly programmes etc.)



PICKLEBALL LESSON PLAN

DAY 1: NOVICE 
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PICKLEBALL LESSON PLAN

DAY 2: INTERMEDIATE 
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PICKLEBALL LESSON PLAN

DAY 3: ADVANCED 
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SAFETY AND EQUIPMENT

Safety is our first and foremost priority for all our classes. 

All our classes utilise Sport Singapore recommendations for mandated warm-up, cool-down
and water breaks. With our experience in the sport, we have mandated appropriate safety
equipment provided for all students to ensure a zero-accident policy. 

Mandated questionnaire that all participants are subject
to prior to any classes.  

Every student is provided with a complimentary pair of
safety glasses to be worn during play.

 
All safety glasses provided comply with Europe PPE

and Singapore certification standards.

*Indoor  *Outdoor *Glasses-compatible  



Thank you for expressing interest in our Pickleball Academy Singapore. 

Please feel free to get into contact us through the various means below if you have any
queries or should you be interested in working with us going forward.

Should you have more specific programme requirements/durations/arrangements, feel
free to reach out to arrange a zoom call/in-person meeting to let us know how we can
help meet your requriements. 

CONTACT US
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Email:

Whatsapp Number:

Instagram: 

Website: 

pickleballacademysg@gmail.com

+65 88303397

@pickleballacademysg

pickleballacademysg.com


